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Abstract 
 

This research will compare why two such comparable countries like Slovenia and Croatia 

have taken different paths towards consolidating democracy. The two countries on the 

same day in 1991 declared independence from Yugoslavia but only Slovenia managed to 

successfully consolidate democracy during the 1990s. The purpose of this study is to 

analyze what differences and similarities Croatia and Slovenia have had which has made 

them take different paths towards consolidating democracy.  

 

The theoretical framework will apply Linz and Stepans theory on consolidating 

democracy from the countries independence in 1991 until Croatia in 2013, like Slovenia 

in 2004, became member of the European Union.  

 

The results demonstrate that Croatia during the 1990’s were governed by a party and 

president in a non-democratic way while Slovenia since its independence has 

implemented all the necessary tools for a successful consolidation of democracy. In 1999 

Croatia’s president died and this was the start of a new era in Croatian politics. In 2000 

the ruling party was defeated by a coalition which immediately begun to integrate Croatia 

with the European Union and in essence started to consolidate democracy.    
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1. Introduction 
 

Croatia and Slovenia are two countries that have many things in common. Not only are 

these two countries neighbors but both countries are small in size and in population. They 

also have common culture and to some extent history, as in both were part of Austria-

Hungary during the 19th century until its collapse after world war I. After being part of 

Austria Hungary both countries after World War II were part of Yugoslavia under the 

rule of Tito. When Tito died and Yugoslavia dissolved, in large part due to Croatia’s and 

Slovenia’s push for sovereignty, the countries on the same day in 91’ declared 

independence from Yugoslavia. They accomplished this because of Yugoslavia’s 

authoritarian rule and now sought to implement democracy. During the 90’s both 

countries advocated democracy but only Slovenia managed to succeed with this. This was 

clearly obvious when Slovenia became a member of the European Union in 2004, only 

13 years after its independence declaration, while Croatia at this time was far from 

becoming a member in the European Union. For Croatia it would take another 9 years 

until they became a member of the European Union. Therefore, the ambition of this 

research is to understand why two such comparable countries took drastically different 

paths towards consolidating democracy. Why has one country been able to rather easy 

develop into a consolidated democracy while the other country has had far more problems 

which in turn has delayed the consolidation process.  

  

This research will then focus on democratization and how the countries managed to 

consolidate democracy from early 90’s until 2013. By performing a comparative case it 

then should be easy to assess what similarities and differences Croatia and Slovenia have 

had from early 90’s to 2013. Once this comparison has been done the next step is to 

evaluate why Slovenia has been quicker to consolidate democracy than Croatia.  

 

1.1 Purpose and research questions  

 

The purpose of the research is to examine why Slovenia has been able to quicker 

consolidate democracy than Croatia after their independence? By analyzing their political 

development and democratization process I will be able to find differences and 

similarities which will answer my questions. Accordingly, election results, political 

parties, political leadership is important to understand who was in charge and how they 

chose to use this power. Furthermore the time perspective will be divided into two time 
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periods, the first one being from 1991 to 1999, and the second time period being from 

2000 until 2013.  

 

The analysis will only use the minimalistic definition of democracy and hence only the 

political sphere will be analyzed. The research will then apply Linz and Stepans principles 

on political society which needs to have core institutions which must be transparent and 

credible and therefore is deemed to be essential for consolidating democracy. What is 

meant by political society is elections, referendums and political parties among others. 

Besides the political society Linz and Stepan believe three more dimensions are necessary 

for the development of a consolidated democracy. The first one is a certain behavior 

within the state where there are no actors who are trying to secede from that state. The 

second one is a certain attitude from the majority of the population where they realize that 

democracy is the preferred way for a state to be governed. The third and final one is a 

constitutional structure that needs to be in place which means that public, but also private, 

institutions believe that democratic institutions are to be preferred. With this being said 

three questions will be evident throughout this research.  

  
What kind of behavior, attitude and constitutional structure has Slovenia and Croatia 
possessed during the 1990’s and after 2000?  
 

What similarities and differences has Croatia and Slovenia had since their 

independence? 

 

Why has Slovenia been able to quicker consolidate democracy than Croatia? 

 

1.2 Background    

 

After World War II Yugoslavia was ruled by the communists and Yugoslavia became a 

federation which would consist of six republics.  The six republics were Croatia, Slovenia, 

Serbia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Montenegro and Macedonia but there were also two 

autonomous provinces within Serbia, Vojvodina and Kosovo. All of the six republics 

would then be allowed only one ruling party, The League of Communists of Yugoslavia, 

with a branch in each republic and the ruling leader came to be Josip Broz Tito. 

 

Tito ruled after WW II until his death in 1980 and many say this was the first step towards 
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Yugoslavia’s break up. Tito had held together Yugoslavia which consisted of different 

ethnicities and religions. Tito also managed to keep foreign actors out too from influence, 

among them was the Soviet Union. However, with Titos death in 1980 a power vacuum 

developed and Yugoslavia grew exceptionally centralized which fundamentally meant 

more power for Serbia because it was the biggest republic, both in size and in population. 

With Tito gone there was no one who could keep Yugoslavia and all of its different 

ethnicities together and therefore people wanted change, most notably in Slovenia and 

Croatia. Consequently, in January of 1990 when the League of Communists held their 

congress in Belgrade there were major tensions within the party but this movement had 

already started during the 80’s.1 

 

1.3 Structure of research  

 

In this first chapter I have presented the problem and purpose of this research and also a 

quick background to Yugoslavia. The next chapter will be about the method and 

comparative approach I have chosen to use for this research. The third chapter will be the 

theoretical framework where prior research is first presented and followed by a definition 

of democracy. The chapter is finished with Linz and Stepans theory on the consolidation 

of democracy which will be used to compare Slovenia and Croatia. Chapter four is the 

empirical research and analysis. The chapter starts out by giving an explanation as to why 

Yugoslavia dissolved and what the consequences came to be for Croatia and Slovenia. 

Furthermore in chapter four the political society is analyzed in the countries. Finishing 

the chapter will be by applying Linz and Stepans theory to the empirical research for a 

comparative analysis between the countries.  

Chapter five is final conclusions where I answer the research questions that have been set 

forth.       

 

2. Methodology 

 

The method in which this thesis will be conducted in will be of a qualitative content 

analysis. Therefore, relevant information from literature and other resources will be 

gathered and analyzed. By using a qualitative method, I can identify and focus on a 

                                                   
1 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 85 
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limited set amount of countries which can help me better understand the attributes, 

characteristics and the traits of the researched countries. Since my research will be 

confined to only two countries, Croatia and Slovenia, this sort of approach will be 

appropriate. This research will not seek to measure or count numbers and thus a 

quantitative research is not relevant for my research.2  

 

Additionally, this research has a theory consuming approach which means well known 

and established theories must be tried against the empirical material. Since this research 

will compare Croatia and Slovenia’s consolidation of democracy it will also be a 

comparative case study. By applying the empirical material to the theories and doing a 

comparative case study the research questions should be adequately answered. This can 

therefore be classified as an analytical approach where the theories are a helpful tool to 

understand why Slovenia and Croatia have taken different paths towards consolidating 

democracy.3       

 

Because this is a qualitative content analysis this research will have some reliability 

problems. We cannot know for sure if the author of the books or articles is unbiased or if 

the author is partial to one certain opinion. And even if the author is unbiased his material 

can be understood differently because people have different experiences and backgrounds 

to understand the written material.  But by choosing several different sources and material 

which have been examined, scrutinized and studied the validation of what has been 

written should be guaranteed. It is also important to distinctly clarify the theories and the 

comparative analysis at which point these reliability problems should not affect the 

conclusion of this research.4 

 

2.1 Comparative approach: 

 

For my comparative methodology I have chosen to use Todd Landmans book Issues and 

methods in comparative politics. In his book there are clear guidelines and structures on 

how to do a comparative case study. Landman has four main objectives on researching 

countries but only two of these objectives are relevant and applicable to this research. 

                                                   
2 Esaisson Et al. Metodpraktikan. 210 
3	Esaisson Et al. Metodpraktikan. 42	
4	Esaisson Et al. Metodpraktikan. 60	
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Contextual description is applied when it is necessary to describe the political phenomena 

and events of one country or a group of countries.5 Since I will be analyzing the politics 

and events from late 80’s to 2013 in Croatia and Slovenia, in regards to democracy, 

contextual description is of utter most relevancy for my research.  The second objective 

is classification. Classification is used when you need to classify and organize countries 

or political systems into categories which later can be used for comparison.6 By applying 

classification to my research I can discover and group traits, characteristics and attributes 

of Croatia and Slovenia into simplified categories which will make my research easy to 

comprehend.  

 

Contextual description and classification can be used later to analyze and understand what 

differences and similarities there are to the research. For my research I will implement 

this and analyze what differences but also what similarities Croatia and Slovenia have 

had during this timeframe. By analyzing the differences and similarities I should be able 

to understand why Slovenia has been more successful in consolidating democracy. The 

main topics that will be analyzed and researched will be the political society and the 

dimensions of behavior, attitude and constitutional towards this political structure in the 

selected countries but also how the two countries dealt with the democratization process 

since their independence. The theories of democratic consolidation are used as tool to 

analyze the two cases.  

 
2.2 Material  

 

The material gathered for this essay will be of both primary and secondary resources. The 

primary resources will be the election results from each country and in some cases official 

documents from the European Union. The European union is an established and 

trustworthy organization and therefore their resources can be considered reliable. One of 

the most basic principles of the European Union is to promote democratization for 

potential members within Europe. Therefore, a democratization theory is necessary to 

verify the success or failure of a consolidated democracy.  

 

                                                   
5  Landman, Issues and Methods in Comparative Politics, 5 
6  Landman, Issues and Methods in Comparative Politics, 5 
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The secondary resources will be printed books and articles but material will also be 

gathered from the internet such as articles and interviews with prominent individuals. The 

printed books will be the foundation on which the theoretical framework, democratization 

and consolidation of democracy is built upon. The theoretical framework will be based 

on Linz and Stepans book Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation and to 

complement this research Larry Diamonds book Developing Democracy Toward 

Consolidation will also be used.  

 

I will additionally use the Freedom House report on democracy in the world to give this 

research further credibility. Freedom House is an independent non-governmental 

organization which analyzes but also promotes democracy and freedom around the world. 

Their reports are used by political scientists, journalists and researchers in general around 

the world. Therefore, Freedom house is a credible and trustworthy resource to 

complement this research. 

 

Now the methodological framework has been completed and I have taken into account 

both the comparative aspect as well as the theory consuming aspect. This is done together 

with the material, which can now be considered credible, to be able to reach the highest 

level of reliability and validity for this research.    

 

3. Theoretical Framework 

 

3.1 Prior research and the study of democratization 

 

There have been many articles, books, theories and research about the collapse of 

Yugoslavia and the reasons for it. Further there have been research about the 

democratization process in all of the Balkan countries but I have yet to find any research 

specifically about a comparative study between Slovenia and Croatia. Slovenia on one 

hand has been seen as a success story and its quick democratization process while much 

of the research regarding Croatia has been on the war and subsequent years. Therefore, 

by doing a comparative democratization study between Slovenia and Croatia in regards 

to their consolidation of democracy I can discover new and interesting ideas and research 

to the development of these two countries.  
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Research about democracy, democratization and consolidation of democracy has been 

studied and analyzed countless times. There are numerous models of democracy and 

democracy as a concept is immensely difficult to comprehend and reach a mutual 

agreement of what it is. Thus it becomes extremely important for the author, including 

myself, to clearly define what is democracy, democratization and consolidation of 

democracy. These concepts needs to first and foremost be defined before an analysis can 

be concluded. 7   

 

Because of these problems democracy is a word that gets thrown around effortlessly and 

many people have different opinions and understandings of what democracy is and also 

what meaning it has to them. But one common opinion about democracy is that people 

believe democracy is a good system to govern a successful and free country. This is 

amplified by Larry Diamond and his book Developing Democracy, Toward 

Consolidation. In the book Diamond argues that “democracy is the best form of 

government”. 8 Larry Diamond is a professor at Stanford University where he teaches 

political science and sociology. He has served as a consultant to the US Agency for 

International Development but has also during 2004 been a senior adviser for the coalition 

of Provisional Authority in Baghdad. 9       

 

3.2 Democracy 

 

Democracy is not something new, already during Aristotle’s and Plato’s time it was 

discussed how to best govern a state and its population. They believed a mixed form of 

government where state institutions were in place to provide order and stability for the 

state as well as for the people. In return people would give up some of their freedom for 

this to be attainable. Later Locke, Montesquieu and the American federalists realized that 

to protect individual freedom there had to be a constitutional government which could 

contain and distribute the power of the majority. Subsequently this sort of thinking came 

to be known as liberalism or liberal democracy. For Diamond it is essential to differentiate 

between liberalism and democracy as a state can be liberal but at the same time be non-

democratic. When Diamond is talking about a liberal state he defines it as a political 

                                                   
7	Held, Models Of Democracy, 6	
8 Diamond, Developing Democracy. Toward Consolidation, 7  
9 http://web.stanford.edu/~ldiamond/bio.html	
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system where there are autonomous spheres of civil society and private life which freely 

exists from state control. But at the same time the individual and the group liberties should 

be well protected. Therefore, there can exist illiberal democracies where for example 

human rights are violated. In most cases a state first implements liberalism before 

democracy. Thus a first step towards consolidating democracy is this way of liberalism.      

  

Diamond continues to discuss that governments who are chosen through free and fair 

elections will usually be greater than those governments who are not selected through this 

type of process. This sort of process will lead to governments being more accountable, 

responsive, peaceful and predictable. By the help of Robert Dahl and his book 

“Democracy and its critics” Diamond sets up three objectives as to why democracy is 

fundamental for freedom to flourish. 

First, there has to be free and fair elections in which you are allowed to express, organize 

and also to oppose.  

Second, self determination is essential because individuals should choose themselves 

under which laws to live by and by having democracy, opportunity to achieve this will be 

maximized.  

Third, moral autonomy which helps individuals to be self-governing by making 

normative choices.10 

And therefore according to Diamond human development such as intelligence and 

personal responsibility will be supported by this democratic process. This will in turn 

deliver “the best means for people to protect and advance their shared interests.”11   

 

When talking about democracy and democratization many researchers agree with Samuel 

Huntington’s statement that there have been three waves of democratization. The first 

wave occurred during the 19th century and the third and final one at the end of the 20th 

century. The third wave began in 74’ in Portugal when the the then dictator Marcello 

Caetano was overthrown. The third wave continued in the late 70’s in Latin America and 

when the 80’ had rolled around parts of Asia and Middle East were felt by it. In the late 

80’s and early 90’s the communist countries experienced this wave and we saw many 

new countries develop from authoritarian rule. The third democratization wave hit 

Yugoslavia as well and led to a dissolvent of Yugoslavia which in turn created Slovenia 

                                                   
10 Diamond, Developing Democracy. Toward Consolidation, 3 
11 Diamond, Developing Democracy. Toward Consolidation, 3 
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and Croatia.12 Therefore this research about Croatia and Slovenia and their 

democratization process should begin in the early 90’s when this wave affected them. 

As written previously it is hard to define democracy which has led to there being more 

than 550 subtypes of democracy.13 What many scholars tend to do is to differentiate 

between the definitions of democracy between a minimalistic and maximalist definition. 

As the name suggests a maximalist definition encompasses the whole spectrum, for 

example individual and shared rights, socio-economical rights, in essence everything that 

is of value in a society. A minimalistic definition on the other hand emphasizes only on 

the political sphere of society such as elections and the procedures in which they are 

conducted in. Most democracy scholars prefer the minimalistic definition because it then 

becomes easier to differentiate a democracy from an authoritarian rule.14  Since I will be 

analyzing only Croatia’s and Slovenia’s society in regards to the political sphere, a 

minimalistic definition of democracy will be applied for this research. Because I am 

analyzing two countries a maximalist definition of democracy would be too substantial 

for this type of research to undertake.     

 

3.3 Consolidated democracy 

 

Now that the minimum definition of democracy is defined the next step is to use a 

democratization theory to apply to this research. I have chosen to use Juan J Linz and 

Alfred Stepans description of what a consolidated democracy is. Both of the authors are 

well known, written many books on the subject and therefore can be considered reliable. 

Stepan is a professor at Columbia University in New York and Linz was a professor at 

Yale University.      

 

According to Linz and Stepan before a country can consolidate democracy it has to 

completely end its transitional phase. The transitional phase is the second step, liberalism 

being the first towards consolidating democracy. The transitional phase is completed 

when fair and free elections have been agreed upon and when the newly elected 

government can implement and impose new policies and legislations. The newly elected 

government should be able to do this without having to share power with other institutions 

and only then can the transitional phase be completed and consequently the consolidation 

                                                   
12 Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late 20th Century, 287 
13 Diamond, Developing Democracy. Toward Consolidation, 7	
14 Nilsson, Demokratisering i Latinamerika under 1900-talet, 42 
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of democracy can begin. Once again it is important to point out the difference between 

liberalization and democratization. For the democratization process to be successful there 

should arise new groups and actors who can oppose and compete against the current 

regime. Therefore, by implementing liberalization it doesn’t automatically have to 

become democratized. Instead, liberalization can be used for a continuation of 

authoritarian rule.15    

 

For Linz and Stepan a definition of a working consolidated democracy is then as follows. 

They set up three points of emphasis, a certain behavior and attitude should be accepted 

and should not be challenged. And finally a constitutional structure needs to be in place. 

When these objectives are met democracy should then be “the only game in town”.16    

 

But first of all there cannot be a consolidated modern democratic regime without the 

presence of a sovereign state. Before there can be a consolidated democratization process 

a sovereign state must first exist. Therefore, to apply Linz and Stepans theory this research 

must be from 91’ when Croatia and Slovenia became sovereign states. 

 

The three dimensions are as follows; 

 

-Behaviorally 

Democracy is consolidated when there are no significant national, social, 

economic, political or institutional actors who are trying to create a nondemocratic 

state for their own benefits. This can for example be by using violence as a way 

or interference from foreign actors. This means there are no actors who are trying 

to secede from the state.  

 

- Attitudinally 

Democracy is consolidated when the majority of the people within the country 

agree that democratic procedures and institutions are the most suitable way to 

collectively govern the country. Support for other non-democratic options should 

                                                   
15 Nilsson, Demokratisering i Latinamerika under 1900-talet, 62 
16 Linz & Stepan, Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation, 6.  
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be marginal and the people should distinguish democracy as the way to govern a 

country.    

 

-Constitutionally 

Democracy is consolidated when everyone, governmental and non governmental, 

are exposed to and also have adapted to the recognized norms of democracy. By 

instituting recognized norms, it would then both be ineffective and costly to go 

against it. Further establishment of these norms can then also solve conflicts that 

may arise in a democratic style. Therefore, co operation is also a significant 

building block towards consolidating democracy. 17     

 

For a consolidated democracy to exist according to Linz and Stepan there needs to be five 

interacting arenas which all reinforces and supports each other for consolidation to 

develop. One of the five arenas is the political society. This is the only arena that will be 

studied since this research has an approach of a minimalistic definition of democracy. 

Because a minimalistic definition of democracy only seeks to analyze the political sphere 

of society the other four arenas are not relevant for this research.   

For a full democratic transition to be done and to begin the consolidation process a 

political society must be involved. Political society needs to have core institutions to be 

considered a democratic political society and this is, political parties, elections, electoral 

rules, political leadership, interparty alliances and legislatures. The society then 

constitutes itself politically by selecting and monitoring the democratic government. The 

polity can then “contest the legitimate right to exercise control over public power and the 

state apparatus”18.     

 

Linz and Stepan also argues that a consolidated democracy has no problem breaking down 

and at some point in the future not be considered a consolidated democracy. They also 

agree that this is not the only type of consolidated democracy, there are far more types.  

 

To complement my research, I will use the Freedom House reports on Slovenia and 

Croatia to give my discoveries and analysis further credibility and validity. 

                                                   
17 Linz & Stepan, Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation 6 
18 Linz & Stepan, Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation 3 
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The Freedom House has three definitions to evaluate each country. Freedom House 

separates between Free, Partly Free and Not Free. Freedom House has many different 

variables to measure how free a country is and one of them is to analyze a country’s 

Political Rights. For reasons which have been stated before this will be the only part 

which will be used for this research. Freedom House measures each country’s political 

rights in a scale from 1-7 where 1 is representing the highest degree of freedom while 7 

the lowest.19  

  

At this point the structural framework has been completed for a successful and accurate 

research to be done. Now the next chapters will focus on what transpired in Croatia and 

Slovenia.        

 

4. Comparative analysis 

 

4.1 The Fall of Yugoslavia 

 

In 1986 a memorandum was leaked from the Serbian Academy of Arts and Sciences 

where it was proposed to reestablish an “integrative Yugoslavia”. This was considered 

to be an attack on the Slovene autonomy and one Slovenian newspaper, Nova Revija, in 

1987 published 16 papers on the subject which were written by Slovenian intellectuals. 

All of the papers, although they all had different methods and ideas for Slovenia still 

argued for one common cause, Slovenia to become a sovereign state. The papers were 

initially condemned by the Slovenian communist party leaders but less than a year later 

some of the ideas and opinions were part of the party’s policy and could be found in the 

Slovenian Party press. This was clearly seen in 1988 when the Slovenian Party introduced 

a new legislation which would emphasize Slovenia’s autonomy. The Slovenian Party 

transformed the territorial defence to a state army and this had been discussed by the 

intellectuals as a necessity if Slovenia would ever to become a sovereign state.20 

  

Unlike Slovenia Croatia had a different approach as it wanted Yugoslavia to become a 

confederation as a first step towards sovereignty and this was started already in the 70’s 

by the Croat nationalist movement. With this sort of restructuring Croatia had a greater 

                                                   
19 Freedom House report on Individual country ratings and status, FIW 1973-2015  
20 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 91 
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chance of becoming a sovereign state since it was believed an outright secession from 

Yugoslavia a sovereign Croatia would have not been recognized by the European 

Community21. One of the movements more influential individuals was Dr. Franjo 

Tudman who later would become the first Croatian president post communism. In the 

60’s Tudman had achieved the rank of major-general in the Yugoslav Army but to only 

retire a couple of years later to become director of a history institute. From this point on 

Tudman was first reprimanded by the Party for “bourgeois-nationalist deviation” but 

later in ‘72 sentenced to prison for two years because of his involvement as one of the 

leaders of a nationalist organization called Matica Hrvatska (loosely translated as Parents 

of Croatia). In 1981 Tudman was once again arrested because of the interviews he gave 

to foreign journalists and all of this made Tudman a central figure both within Croatia but 

also outside of Croatia where he had gained a strong following among emigrated 

Croatians.22 

 

In November of 1989 it was agreed upon that Yugoslavia next year would hold its first 

free multiparty elections. But before those elections would take place the 14th 

extraordinary Congress of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia would take place in 

Belgrade, Serbia. During that congress tensions were strong, especially between the 

Slovenian delegation and the Serbian. The Slovenian delegation was led by Milan Kucan 

who would later become president of Slovenia. It all ended with the Slovenian delegation 

walking out of the congress because they sought to restructure the Yugoslav Communist 

Party and also proposed to decentralize the power and give more autonomy to the 

republics. Their proposals were met with harsh rejection and they promptly left the 

congress. When the Slovenian Communist party delegation returned to Slovenia they 

immediately changed its name, programme, flag and image while doing this under a new 

slogan called “Europe Now”. They reintroduced themselves as a nationalist party which 

would pursue for Slovenia to become a fully sovereign state.23  

 

The Croatian Communist party followed in the steps of their Slovenian counterpart and 

also left the congress which effectively dissolved the League of Communists of 

                                                   
21 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 92 
22 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 222 
23 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 111 
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Yugoslavia. Like the Slovenian communist party the Croatian communist party quickly 

changed their name while also transforming to a non-Marxist social democratic party.24 

 

During 1990 the first free multiparty elections since the 1930’s were being held in 

Yugoslavia. The first republic to have the elections were Slovenia who had a 

parliamentary election as well as a presidential election. Before the elections took place 

a coalition had been formed called DEMOS, Democratic Opposition of Slovenia. 

DEMOS consisted of six Centre-right political parties, the Slovene Christian Democratic 

party, the Slovene Democratic Alliance, the Slovene Social Democratic Alliance, the 

Green Alliance, the Slovene Farmer’s Alliance and the Slovene Craftsmen’s party. The 

main idea which kept the parties together and loyal was their mutual pursuit of a sovereign 

Slovenia which would be completely detached from Yugoslavia. The DEMOS coalition 

received a total of 55% of the votes in the parliamentary election and Lojze Peterle of the 

Slovene Christian Democratic party became prime minister of this newly formed post 

communist government in Yugoslavia. The former communist party in Slovenia had 

changed its name to Party of Democratic Renewal and received 17% of the votes which 

was the single most votes any party got in the election. The former communists managed 

to get a victory in the presidential election where Milan Kucan beat the DEMOS 

coalitions Joze Pucnik in the second round with 58% of the votes. 

 

Croatia held their elections only two weeks after Slovenia and a newly formed party 

called the Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) had come out as massive winners from the 

elections. HDZ had been founded in 1989 as one of the first opposition parties in Croatia 

and they nominated Franjo Tudman as their leader. HDZ had obtained 205 of the 356 seat 

in the parliament and later would elect Tudman as the Croatian president. Only a couple 

of months after their victory HDZ and Tudman made some important changes, among 

them were that they removed the word “Socialist” from the states name. They also 

downgraded the use of the Cyrillic alphabet which was then used in Yugoslavia and to 

this day is used in Serbia and parts of Bosnia and Hercegovina where Serbs are in 

majority. The Serbs in Croatia denounced this and they also created a “Serb National 

Council” which they used to proclaim autonomy in the Serb dominated areas of Krajina 

in Croatia. They called this the “Serb Autonomous Region, SAR of Krajina”.  

 

                                                   
24 Pavkovic, The Fragmentation of Yugoslavia, 113 
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Slovenia was the first of the two republics to hold a referendum regarding independence. 

In December of 1990 almost 89% of the people voted for Slovenia to become an 

independent and sovereign state. Croatia on the other hand would hold its independence 

referendum in May of 1991 and the Croatian people like the Slovenians wanted 

independence, almost 94% voted for independence and sovereignty. The voter turnout for 

both republics were high, in Slovenia it was 94.8% and in Croatia it was 83.6%. All of 

this was the lead up to both republics declaring independence together on the 25th of June 

1991. 

 

4.2 Consequences of independence 

 

After Slovenia and Croatia declared independence they were not recognized as a 

sovereign state by either the European Community (today known as the European union) 

or other states. The European Community had always preferred to keep Yugoslavia 

together as one country which then could be a very loose confederation. They favored 

this solution because the European Community had members which themselves had 

internal complications with their population. For example, Spain had the Basque people, 

France had Corsica and Great Britain had Northern Ireland. Therefore, a recognition of 

Slovenia and Croatia as independent and sovereign states might create even more 

predicaments for the above-mentioned European Community members. Accordingly, the 

European Community proposed a post communist Yugoslavia which would obtain an 

associated membership in the European Community but also would receive 1.5billion US 

Dollars during the next five years. Furthermore the European Community requested a 

three-month moratorium on Croatia’s and Slovenia’s independence declarations and if 

these proposals were not upheld the European Community would rescind the money.25  

 

4.2.1 Slovenia 

Once Slovenia declared independence Yugoslavia did not agree to this and quickly 

mobilized its army, JNA (the Yugoslavs Peoples Army), to Slovenian borders and this is 

where the conflict took place. This led to to the 10-day war or the Slovenian independence 

war which was between the Slovenian Territorial Defense and the JNA. The war ended 

when the European Community intervened and helped establish the Brioni agreements 

between Slovenia, Croatia and Yugoslavia. Slovenia was represented by Milan Kucan in 
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the negotiations. In the Brioni agreements the European Community essentially 

acknowledged Slovenia’s sovereignty by allowing Slovenian border police to control 

Slovenian borders instead of the JNA. Yugoslavia by agreeing to this gave up control and 

jurisdiction of Slovenia but by no means acknowledged Slovenia’s independence even 

though they less than two weeks after the agreement was signed removed their army, 

JNA, from Slovenia. This marked the end of the war between Yugoslavia and Slovenia 

and also helped Slovenia keep its borders without much, almost none, fighting. The 

casualties were estimated to be 8 Slovenian soldiers and 5 civilians while 39 soldiers from 

JNA were killed.26 

 

4.2.2 Croatia 

Before Croatia declared independence SAR of Krajina (RSK) had already been 

established within Croatia. As written before this part of Croatia was heavily dominated 

by a Serb population who did not want to secede from Yugoslavia. It is estimated that 

around 52% of the population were of Serbian ethnicity and only 35% Croatian in 1991. 

As in Slovenia a war was unavoidable and at first the war was between Croats who had 

declared independence with the new government and Serbs who lived in Croatia. But 

soon the Yugoslavs Peoples Army joined the Serbian side. This was not surprising since 

the JNA in 1991 was heavily dominated by Serbs and Montenegrins, around 70% of the 

army consisted of these two ethnicities.27  The Croatian side on the other hand had no 

army and in 1991 the Croatian National Guard was created which would later be known 

as the Croatian Army. The Croatian army at the time consisted mostly of men and women 

from the Croatian Police force. Therefore, the JNA could quickly seize control of 

approximately one third of Croatia’s territory, mostly in eastern Croatia where the 

population was dominated by Serbs. Since RSK couldn’t finance the war on their own 

they received financial support from Belgrade and Yugoslavia. Once tensions and war 

begun in this area most of the Croats in RSK had already fled abroad or inwards to 

Croatia. To end this conflict Croatia and Yugoslavia signed the Brioni agreements, but 

unlike with Slovenia, the Brioni agreement had little to no effect for Croatia. Croatia did 

put a three-month moratorium on its independence resolution but as soon as those three 

months had passed they reiterated its independence. The war for Croatia lasted almost 
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four years and spanned not only to Croatia’s territory but also to Bosnia and 

Hercegovina’s since there was a huge Croatian population there.   

 
4.3 Politics during the 90’s in Slovenia 

 

Once Slovenia declared independence they immediately sought out the European 

Community and the OSCE to intervene and meditate. The European Community and 

OSCE agreed to Slovenia’s request but they made it clear that this would be only be a 

diplomatic intervention and would not include military assistance. As written before, 

Slovenia and Yugoslavia barely had a war and therefore Slovenian politics could put their 

efforts in consolidating democracy. Once Slovenia agreed to put a moratorium on its 

independence declaration the Slovenian people were in outrage. However, the Slovenian 

politicians managed to defuse this potentially violent and ruckus situation. The people 

who had longed for an independence from Yugoslavia now were asked by an outside 

force, the European Community, to relinquish their greatest wish. The leaders of Slovenia 

managed this by convincing the people that these three months would pass by quickly 

and what is three months compared to a lifelong independent Slovenia.28  

 

In January of 1992 Slovenia was recognized as as sovereign state by all EC members and 

also later the same year became a member of the UN. During 1992 Slovenia would hold 

new elections for the first time as a recognized sovereign state. The DEMOS coalition 

which had previously been a success had now been dissolved. Because the parties 

common goal of a sovereign Slovenia had been accomplished they now had no common 

goal to strive for. In the ‘92 elections Liberal Democracy of Slovenia, LDS, received the 

most votes of the parties and secured 22 of the 90 seats in the Slovenian parliament. This 

meant that in order for any party to rule in Slovenia it had to collaborate with other parties. 

Janes Drnovsek who was the party leader of LDS was elected prime minister. In the 

presidential election Milan Kucan once again was victorious, this time he was running as 

an independent.29 In 92’ Slovenia submitted a request for the Europe Agreements, known 

today as the Association agreement but it would eventually take Slovenia four years 

before the agreement was signed. Italy had during this time vetoed Slovenia’s 

negotiations because the Slovenian legislation on the purchase of land by foreigners did 

not comply with the European legislation. At that time the European Community 
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consisted of only 10members and the European Community would not risk its 

relationship with Italy. Therefore, Italy together with the rest of its members pressed 

Slovenia on this matter until they finally complied and the Europe agreement was 

ultimately signed in 1996 which meant negotiations could start.30  

 

Since its independence all major parties in Slovenia supported a European integration, 

which basically meant becoming a European Union member. All the major parties 

encouraged that Slovenia needed to reach “European standards” and would use the 

European Union as a reference point.31  

 

Again in ‘96 LDS received the most votes but only obtained 25 of 90 seats in parliament. 

Once again this meant a coalition between parties was needed and this was a vocal point 

for the politics during the 90’s in Slovenia. There were never one or two parties who 

governed but instead coalitions between parties was a reoccurring theme during this time. 

This together with Kucan, who in 97’ again ran as an independent and successfully won 

the presidential election, co operation in the Slovenian politics was important and a 

requirement for Slovenian politics to get things done.  

 

Another major contribution as to why Slovenia managed consolidating democracy this 

quickly was that Slovenia was among the countries who were considered to be least 

corrupt politically. The media and press in Slovenia after its independence was also 

considered to be free and therefore opposition could be heard and voice their opinions.32  

The Freedom House report on Slovenia in 91’ after their independence deemed Slovenia 

to be a Free country. The Political Rights from its independence till 92’ Slovenia was 

given a score of 2 which is considered to be good. In 93’ Slovenia received a score of 1 

and maintained this score throughout the 90’s33.  
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4.4 Politics after 2000 in Slovenia 

 

In the 2000 parliamentary election in Slovenia the LDS grew stronger and this time 

around gained 34 of the 90 seats in parliament and Drnovsek was elected prime minister 

for his third consecutive term. But as in previous elections they single handedly couldn’t 

possess power and the new decade continued what had characterized politics during the 

90’s in Slovenia, inter party alliances.  

 

For the 2002 presidential election Mlan Kucan, who now had been the president of 

Slovenia since 1992 stepped down because according to Slovenian presidential rules you 

are only allowed two terms in office. But this did not mean he retired from Slovenian or 

international politics. Because in December of 2002 the 15 European union members 

agreed to grant membership to ten new European countries, and among them was 

Slovenia. Therefore, a referendum was about to be held in 2003 for the Slovenian people 

whether or not to join the European Union. Even though Kucan now no longer was 

president he campaigned heavily for Slovenia to join the European Union.34  

 

Janes Drnovsek won the presidential elections in 2002 even though he was prime-minister 

at the time. He stepped down as prime minster and at the same time became less and less 

involved in the party (LDS).  

 

In 2003 Slovenia not only held a referendum regarding the European Union but also on 

the same day it held a referendum concerning membership in NATO. Voter turnout for 

both referendums was around 60% and the Slovenian people voted yes to join both 

organizations. Almost 90% of the Slovenian people wanted Slovenia to join the European 

Union. The support for NATO was not as huge as the support for the European Union but 

still a two thirds majority (66%) were in favor of joining NATO.  

 

In 2004 Slovenia saw a major shift in balance of the power. LDS who had successfully 

administered Slovenia since its independence, albeit together with other parties, for the 

first time failed to gain majority in the parliament. Instead the Slovenian Democratic party 

(SDS) came out as huge winners from the elections. They had gone from 14 seats in the 

parliament to 29 since the last election while its biggest rival, LDS, lessened from 34 to 
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23 seats.35 SDS was led by Janes Janza who changed the party’s name in 2003 from the 

Social Democratic Party of Slovenia and shortly after joined the Europeans peoples party 

(EPP). The EPP is an organization that brings Centre-right parties within Europe, both 

European Union members and non EU members, together  and has around 75members 

from 40 countries36. Janza and SDS around the late 90’s had adopted a progressively more 

nationalistic rhetoric which was a clear move away from its early days during the 90’s 

where they almost partnered up with Unified List of Social Democrats, who were ex-

communists. The name change, combined with the membership in EPP, cemented SDS 

as a Centre-right wing party.37 This was the first time since Slovenia’s independence the 

left, or Centre-left, parties were not in power which led Slovenian politics into a new era.  

During Janzas and SDS governance Slovenia went away from what had characterized 

their politics since its independence, co operation. A major topic that came to distinguish 

Janza and SDS from previous governments was the conflict with Croatia in the Gulf of 

Piran in the Adriatic Sea. This conflict was not something that had just recently developed 

but rather all the way back to early 90’s when Slovenia declared independence. Once 

Slovenia had declared independence they redrew the border lines, which in turn Croatia 

did as well. Both countries had different versions on the border lines and ever since the 

independence could not agree on a mutual border line. This conflict had before never 

really been a major problem but since Croatia in 2005 would start its negotiations with 

the European Union to become a member this suddenly became one of the major 

problems. This became such a major problem that because the two countries could not 

come to an agreement the negotiations between Croatia and the European Union were 

delayed and postponed.38 This was entirely different from how Dronvsek and LDS had 

approached this matter. In 2001 Drnovsek and the then Croatian prime minister Ivica 

Racan reached an agreement on this specific border issue. Drnovsek had persuaded all 

the major parties and also achieved to get bi partisan approval but Croatia in the last 

second backed out of the agreement.39 But now Janza had a different approach and the 

border dispute had to be solved by an international arbitrator. Even the European Union 

pressed both Slovenia and Croatia to solve this border issue because this was causing 

Croatia’s entry into the European Union.  
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For the 2008 parliamentary elections LDS was heavily weakened. They only managed to 

obtain 5 seats and many of the prominent individuals within LDS had abandoned the party 

after the 2004 elections. They either joined other parties, mostly Slovenian Democrats 

(SD) or founded new ones like ZARES (Social Liberals) before the 2008 elections.40 In 

the 2008 elections Janza and SDS had been beaten by a coalition. Janza who had won by 

forming a coalition became slightly dictatorial and overruled several agreements which 

had been set up between SDS and their coalition prior to the 2004 elections. Instead SD 

became the largest party and by forming a coalition with LDS, ZARES and one more 

party they gained majority in the parliament. Even though LDS was no longer the largest 

party in the coalition it was evident their imprint was all over this new government. The 

coalition had also received support from former president Kucan who still was highly 

influential in Slovenian politics.41 

 

The newly elected government and prime minister Borut Pahor quickly went to work and 

in 2009 they had lifted their veto to allow accession negotiations between Croatia and 

EU. This allowed Croatia to become a member in 2013.42   

 

The Freedom House considered Slovenia to have the highest level of Political Rights 

throughout the 00’s. Even during Janzas four-year tenure Slovenia was still considered to 

be free and the Political rights were still believed to be of highest level.43       

 

4.5 Politics during the 90’s in Croatia 

 

After HDZ had won the elections and Tudman had been appointed president a lot of the 

politics focus in Croatia was on the ongoing war, both in Croatia and Bosnia and 

Hercegovina. HDZ was a right wing party which concentrated its approach on Croatian 

identity and Croatian nationalism.  This proved to be a success because in the first 

elections since being recognized as a sovereign state HDZ and Tudman entirely 

dominated both the parliamentary and the presidential elections. For the parliament HDZ 

obtained 85 of the 138 seats available. Even though HDZ only received about 44% of the 
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votes thanks to the electoral regulations they could rule with a majority since the Croatian 

parliament required 70 seats for majority. This combined with Tudman winning the 

presidential election with a majority of 55% while his biggest rival only obtained 22% 

made HDZ the only party to reckon with.44 HDZ and Tudman during the 90’s had no real 

opponent or opposition for that matter as well. This was clearly demonstrated in the 

parliamentary and presidential elections during the 90’s. Even though in the 95 

parliamentary elections HDZ lost some power they still possessed sole power by 

obtaining 75 seats. Tudman had only grown more popular and in the 97’ presidential 

elections received 61% of the votes while his two rivals only could manage 21% and 18% 

respectively.45 But Tudman and his government weren’t without critics. Even though 

Croatia had free elections many observers would comment that Croatia had some form of 

authoritarian tendencies in its government.46 The European Community recognized this 

and therefore declined to invite Croatia in 97’ for membership talks.47 Croatia’s 

membership in the Council of Europe in 96’ was suspended, only months after it had 

received full membership. But they would later regain it because the Council expected it 

would transform Croatian politics for the betterment and move towards 

democratization.48   

 

The war with Yugoslavia officially ended in 1995 when Croatia retook control of the last 

UN controlled area but by the time the war was over many Croatians had had to sacrifice 

their lives for an independent Croatia. It is estimated that around 20 000-50 000 Croatian 

soldiers and civilians were killed during the war and another 550 000 refugees came to 

Croatia, both from Bosnia and Hercegovina but also within Croatia where the Serbs were 

in majority49. Croatia was also depleted economically. Croatia’s infrastructure had taken 

a huge blow where many cities had been bombed by the JNA. With the war finally over 

HDZ now had to focus on rebuilding Croatia but failed to do so. Instead unemployment 

rates started to increase and the income gap increased as well. This together with the 

alleged corruption within the government and HDZ led the Croatian people to question 

its government. The corruption was tremendously widespread within HDZ and the second 
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half of the 90’s it was more of fact than an assumption. In 1996 as many as 33 HDZ 

officials were suspended and one of them was the mayor of Zagreb who Tudman himself 

had selected to manage the capital of Croatia.50   

 

As previously stated HDZ and Tudman governed Croatia during the 90’s with sole 

possession of power in Croatian politics. Because HDZ was the biggest party, by far, they 

could rule without having to co operate with other parties or coalitions. By obtaining this 

much power it enabled HDZ and Tudman to construct a system of “tyrannical majority” 

while also changing electoral laws several times during their reign to their benefit.51 By 

changing the electoral laws to their benefit HDZ could grasp an even firmer control of 

Croatian politics, had they not done this one could assume their control would not have 

been this strong.52   

 

HDZ never had to negotiate or sought out to negotiate with other parties and therefore 

only their agenda was presented and executed. Even though other parties and leaders tried 

to negotiate with HDZ they were promptly denied. The media in Croatia was also 

controlled by HDZ and therefore there were no real actors who could question and contest 

the HDZ rule. During the 90’s independent TV-channels were forbidden to broadcast 

news in Croatia. There was only one TV-channel who could broadcast news and it was 

HRTV, which in turn was controlled and governed by HDZ. Since HRTV was the only 

TV-channel allowed to broadcast news it became the leading source, by far, where the 

Croatian people received their news from.5354 HDZ could control HRTV because the 

person who was in charge of the Croatian Radio and Television (HRT) was actually the 

vice-president of HDZ.55  

 

Therefore, media during the control of HDZ could not be considered free. Journalists 

were harassed and even in some cases criminally prosecuted. In 96’ Croatia passed a new 

law regarding journalists and it was now illegal for journalists to offend or insult Croatian 
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state leaders, the President, Prime minister and several other leading positions in Croatian 

politics.56    

By the late 90’s the Croatian people wanted change and when Tudman died in 1999 it 

opened the door for the opposition in the parliamentary elections in 2000. 

 

The Freedom House report on Croatia during the 90’s saw them as a Partly Free country. 

The rating for Political Rights was regarded as 3 when Croatia became independent but 

the consequent years they actually received a worse rating, 4 all throughout the 90’s.57   

 

4.6 Politics after 2000 in Croatia 

 

With Tudman gone and with five years having passed since the independence war ended, 

the Croatian people were ready for change, and they demonstrated this in the elections. 

In the 2000 parliamentary elections a coalition consisting of the Social Democratic Party 

(Socijaldemokratska partija Hrvatsek, SDP) and Croatian Social Liberal Party (Hrvatska 

Socijalno liberalna stranka, HSLS) managed to get almost 40% of the votes and together 

they formed another coalition with four other smaller parties to have a full majority in 

parliament. HDZ did manage to become the biggest party by obtaining 28% of the votes 

but their influence was now heavily diminished. They took an even bigger hit in the 

presidential elections where none of the candidates received more than 50% which is 

needed to become president. The HDZ candidate Mate Granic only obtained 22% which 

was third most and thus eliminated him from the second round of voting. In the second 

round Stjepan Mesic of the Croatian Peoples Party (Hrvatska Narodan Stranka, HNS) 

won against the HSLS candidate. HNS was also one of the four parties who formed a 

coalition with SDP and HSLS in the parliament.58  

Finally, the coalition had beaten HDZ and the new government immediately pursued to 

become more integrated with the European Union. Croatia and the European union signed 

the Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) in 2001 which would mean an 

increase in trade between Croatia and the European Union. In 2003 Croatia applied for 
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membership status for the European Union and would later be granted candidate status in 

2004. 59  

SDP and HSLS paved the way towards the European Union and this would then be all of 

the major parties’ goal, to achieve membership status in the European Union. The 

Croatian politics during the 00’s were characterized greatly by coalitions between parties 

but also co operation with the former enemies such as Serbia because the European union 

emphasized that regional co operation was important for Croatia. The relations with 

Serbia, Bosnia and Slovenia all improved during this time. Croatia as well started to co 

operate with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Even 

a party like HDZ, which is a nationalistic right-wing party, cooperated to bring in war 

criminals. It was under the leadership of Ivo Sanander (HDZ) who from 2003 to 2009 

was the prime minister of Croatia moved Croatia even further towards the European 

Union. In 2005 the ICTY Chief prosecutor concluded that Croatia was fully co operating 

with the Tribunal and the last and final condition was met by Croatia to start accession 

negotiations.60 The ICTY divided Croatia and the people. If the political parties all agreed 

that co operation was important with the ICTY the Croatian people were not that 

convinced. If the ICTY saw some of the individuals who participated in the war as war 

criminals, there was a huge Croatian population who saw these humans as heroes instead. 

These were the people who had liberated Croatia from Yugoslavia and made Croatia a 

sovereign state.6162   

As written before HDZ regained power in Croatia in 2003 but internally they had changed 

drastically and now had left all the authoritarian tendencies in the 90’s. Many of the 

political leaders who had been part of HDZ rule during the 90’s had now been exchanged 

and thus a new leadership came to control HDZ, one that supported democracy.  

From 2004 until 2011 Croatian politics concentrated in its efforts to consolidate 

democracy by following the guidelines the European union had set forth. A small bump 

in the road was the disagreement with Slovenia but eventually this conflict was resolved 
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peacefully and Croatia in 2011 had met all of the European unions requirements to join 

the Union.6364   

In 2012 Croatia held an election for the people whether or not Croatia should join the 

European Union. The Croatian people voted and a clear majority of 66% favored For 

Croatia to join the European Union. But what was a disappointment was the low voter 

turnout. Only 44% of all eligible Croatians bothered to vote, compare this to the 

parliamentary elections where the voter turnout has hovered around 60% to 70%.65 

The Freedom House report for Croatia saw a substantial change in 2000. In 2000 Freedom 

House considered Croatia to be a Free country and their Political Rights rating changed 

as well. In 2000 they received a 2, which is good, and in 2010 they received the highest 

level of rating for their Political Rights.66  

4.7 Analysis during the 90’s 

Behaviorally 

Behaviourally there cannot be any actors who are trying to secede from the state or create 

a non democratic state. Slovenia after its independence had no such problems. Even 

though they were part of Yugoslavia they never had any significant minorities from the 

other republics. Slovenia was and still is a homogenous country. The only small problem 

Slovenia had was when Italy blocked their path to the European union. It was because 

Slovenia had an extremely small Italian population but the issue was eventually resolved 

rather quickly. This also did not affect their efforts on consolidating democracy.    

 

Croatia on the other hand had many behavior problems. The first and most significant one 

was the Serbian minority who was living in Croatia. The Serbian minority also received 

help from Yugoslavia and wanted to secede from Croatia. This problem was evident all 

during the 90’s but Croatia started to solve it in 95’ when they took control of the last UN 

controlled area where the Serbs were in majority. Since then many Serbs fled or moved 

away from these areas and therefore there were no one in Croatia who wanted to secede 

from the sate. During the 90’s Croatia was also ruled by HDZ and Tudman who 
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essentially created a non democratic state. They ruled Croatia in a non democratic way to 

benefit them by controlling the media and changing electoral laws several times to help 

them. 

 

Attitudinally 

Attitudinally the majority of the people should see democracy as the only way to govern 

a country. In Slovenia’s case this was very obvious since their independence. This could 

be seen in the elections where many parties were represented and therefore various 

opinions and attitudes were being represented. Their common goal of a membership in 

the European Union helped the attitude as well, by desiring European standards and 

European integration the majority of the Slovenian people realized democracy was the 

best way.  

 

Because Croatia had a war for almost four years in its country but also was a big part of 

the war in Bosnia and Hercegovina where there was, and is, a huge Croatian population 

the 90’s in Croatia came to represent a nationalistic narrative. Many Croatians lost their 

lives or had close ones who did. Therefore, their attitude was not set on democracy but 

rather on nationalism and patriotism. The focus was on the war and HDZ with Tudman 

appealed to this rhetoric by intensifying it. By controlling the media landscape HDZ and 

Tudman could do this without interference from other actors. But at the same time could 

shift focus from their non democratic rule and to some degree deceive the Croatian 

people.  

 

Constitutionally  

Constitutionally all governmental and non-governmental institutions should be exposed 

to the democratic norms which have been set up. Democratic institutions are important 

and those can both be within the country and international or regional institutions. At the 

same time no one should go against these norms because it would be ineffective and costly 

to do so and therefore co operation with parties, institutions and different branches of 

government is necessary.    

 

Slovenia ever since its independence has strived towards an integration of Europe and the 

European Union. All the major parties in Slovenia have had this goal and therefore none 

of the parties went against the democratic norms which had been set up because this 
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would have been seen as non-democratic. But at the same time no party could really ever 

do it since there was no single party who possessed majority.  

 

As previously stated HDZ and Tudman ruled Croatia with such control they could do 

whatever they pleased. They did this while never having to face the consequences, they 

set the democratic norms and also changed them when needed to benefit them.  

The Serbian minority additionally created problems by not acknowledging Croatia’s 

independence and wanting to secede from Croatia.       

 

Political Society 

Political Society is when the country has elections, political parties, elections, electoral 

rules, political leadership, interparty alliances and also legislature.  

 

Slovenia adopted this immediately following their independence. Inter party alliances is 

something that has come to define Slovenian politics, this was especially true during the 

90’s. After 2000 it started to shift towards two major parties in Slovenia which led to 

them becoming more powerful and smaller parties started to become less significant. But 

this can not be seen as non democratic, only a minor observation.  

Croatia, like Slovenia, immediately following their independence adopted a democratic 

electoral system and allowed multiparty elections. But during the 90’s when HDZ and 

Tudman ruled the country Croatia never saw inter party alliances or co operation between 

parties. HDZ also changed electoral laws to benefit them as previously stated.  

 

Conclusion 

While Slovenia actually managed to hit all the checkmarks for a successful consolidation 

of democracy Croatia miserably failed. In Croatia’s case it has to be said it was because 

of HDZ and Tudman. But a major cause as well was the war. Compare Slovenia’s Ten 

Day war to Croatia’s almost four-year long war and it is easy to see why HDZ and 

Tudman could shift focus away from their non democratic rule. Slovenia unlike Croatia 

had no minority who wanted secede from the state while at the same time receiving help 

from an outside force, Yugoslavia.  

 

The Freedom House reports and ratings concur this statement as Slovenia during the 90’s 

was considered to be free and have the highest level of Political Rights. Croatia 
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meanwhile during the 90’s was not even considered free, but instead partly free and their 

political rights rating was not good.   

 4.8 Analysis after 2000  

Only Croatia’s behavior, attitude and constitutional structure changed. Slovenia actually 

managed to maintain the same characteristics and traits after 2000. Therefore, I will only 

analyze what changed for Croatia since it is unnecessary to analyze Slovenia again 

because the analysis will yield the same result. Even though Slovenia in 2004 saw a major 

shift in its politics, with SDS winning and LDS being dissolved, this hasn’t warranted a 

change in how we should view Slovenia. They have still maintained the same 

characteristics.   

 

Behaviorally 

Once the war was over in 1995 Croatia started to manage its Serbian minority and slowly 

Croatia solved that problem. The Serbian minority, once Croatia retook control of the last 

area, started to move away from Croatia. And consequently it meant Croatia had no 

minority who wanted to seceded from the state.   

 

Attitudinally  

Once Tudman died it weakened HDZ power and in the elections in 2000 the Croatian 

people required democracy, they realized that the democracy HDZ and Tudman had 

offered was not of benefit for them and they had been deceived. The war was also a major 

contributor but once the war was over and enough time had passed by the attitude of the 

Croatian people changed as well. Even though the Croatian people have been divided, 

mostly about the ICTY and war criminals, the majority realized that this was a necessity 

for Croatia to move forward and become a member of the European Union.   

 

Constitutionally  

Ever since 2001 when Croatia signed the Stabilization and Association agreement with 

the European Union they have strived to become a member. All major parties within 

Croatia saw this as a major goal and Croatia finally succeeded in 2013 when it became a 

member. Once HDZ was beaten in the 2000 parliamentary elections and as well in the 

presidential they had to change. They as well had to abide by the norms which were set 

up.  
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Political society 

In 2000 Croatia saw its first coalition govern the country. This was the start of the of a 

new era in which coalitions and interparty alliances characterized Croatian politics since 

2000.    

 

Conclusion 

Once Tudman and HDZ weakened in 2000 it was the start of a new era for Croatia. The 

power shifted to other parties and thus made HDZ change its approach and party politics. 

Even though HDZ in the 90’s was non-democratic and controlled the media after the 

elections in 2000 along with Tudmans death started to change in a more democratic way. 

They realized for them to continue being a part of Croatian politics they had to change 

and therefore they transformed. The goal to become a European Union member became 

important and with the European Unions strict and considerable requirements Croatia had 

to change, which Croatia did.  

 

Even though Croatia have the same behavior, attitude, constitutional structure and 

political society they still haven’t reached the same level as Slovenia. This showed in the 

elections for the European Union and during the mid 00’s in regards to ICTY and the war 

criminals. Nonetheless Croatia has consolidated its democracy in a quick way since 2000 

and the Freedom House report concurs this statement.    

 

5. Final Conclusion 

 

Slovenia has been more successful in consolidating democracy because Croatia during 

the 90’s was governed in a non-democratic way. Slovenia on the other hand from the start 

since its independence advocated for democracy and actually consolidated its democracy. 

The individuals who obtained power in Slovenia after Yugoslavia’s beak-up were keen 

on integrating Slovenia with western Europe which meant a consolidation of democracy 

was necessary.  

 

There are two major causes as to why Slovenia has been quicker to consolidate democracy 

than Croatia. The first one being the independence wars. While Slovenia only experienced 

a Ten Day war with almost no casualties and damage it was a different story for Croatia. 
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Croatia’s independence war lasted almost four years and spanned not only within 

Croatia’s borders but also inside Bosnia and Hercegovina’s. Croatia’s independence also 

led to the Serbian minority seeking to secede from Croatia which came to be a major 

problem since one of the main objectives when a state is trying to consolidate democracy 

is there cannot be any actors within the country who wants to separate. The second cause 

is that Croatia during the 90’ was governed by a party and president which had tendencies 

of an authoritarian rule. The party together with the president controlled the media and 

government systems while presenting themselves as a democracy promoter. Because of 

the war Croatia during the early 90’s came to center around nationalism and patriotism 

which HDZ and Tudman effectively encouraged. It wasn’t until 1999 when Tudman died 

and in the 2000 elections when HDZ couldn’t manage to gain majority in the parliament 

a first step towards consolidating democracy was taken. Since then Croatia has been 

successful in consolidating democracy and in 2013 became a member of the European 

Union. These timelines are interesting since it took Slovenia 13 years after its 

independence to achieve membership in the Union and if we look at Croatia from 2000, 

when the coalition managed to beat HDZ, it took Croatia as well 13 years to achieve 

membership.      
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